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Ea this pqw we introduce the cuwpt of A-maximal topologies and character& A-maximal 
top&gir& spaces for 8 ckss of topobgid properties which in&k the cardinal functions 
i(r-dcnse, *in, Caliber-a, andthe countable &in c~ditkn. Hn a.dditiolr special consideration is 
g&n to the existeena of A-amximal K~MSC spaces -which are fiiner than a given H-dense 
tq~~logy emi ako inmti@ted are the existe-?jce of A-maximal mnd muntable ~MXS. 
AMS 1970 Subj. CIltss.: Primer 541)25,54AlO, 54A25 
In 1943, El Hewitt [S) introducred the concept of maximal topological spaces 
using the dispersion character of a space. While most of the jlatcr work iq t)tc study 
of m&ma1 topological spaces hs;s not included the mainterkance faf dispersion 
character in conjunction with other topolcrgical properties, M.R. Kirch [6] has 
characterized T-maximal spaces [spaces of dispersion character T for which any 
ispersion character less than T) without additional properties. We 
maximal to@ogics for a class of topological pl:opertices in kvhich 
acterized maximal 
lass of properties tvhich are closed hereditary, conhractive, closed 
expansive and possessed by one point s 
maximal topologies of p 
expansive, ~ntag~~us~ and subspaces. Inchaded in this class 
mntractive nor cop:agious aaad ishereditary. 
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second tzf4Duntable 
I 1 
&-dense (separable) 
‘1 
II 
Sanin 
!![a Section 1 of this paper we shalI discuss the properties of the maximal topolo- 
gig::, of the class in general: in Section 2 we shall show that K udense, Sanin, caliber-u 
and CCC are in this class and shall look a: some particular properties; in Section 3 
v#e shali diwuss the existence of maximal u-dense spaces; md in Section 4 we shah 
consider second -l-table spaces. The author wishes to thank the referee whose ..- M-l- 
suggestions are responsible for the expansion of this ipaper from its orilginaf purpose 
of characterizing maximal separable sp;aces toits present form. 
We shafi denote the real numbers by R, the integers by E, the power set of X by 
S(X), a set X with topology 9 by (X, 9), the relative tupolsgy on A s X by 9 1 A, 
he cardindity of A by 1 A 1, the closure of A by et A, the inter: 
product of the tlonoiogical spaces (X*, Fa) for dir E % by (I&X,, 
me topologies on XI then S is finer than F’ if 9 3 9’. 
L The least cardi ai numbr of a nonenpty qxn subset of a topo9ogicaI 
space (X, 9) 3s said to *be the di~pmi~tt cha~cter of (X, 9) and is denoted by the 
symbol d:E 
2. For a topological space (X, 4r) A s X, the topolo with subbase 
s catled the .&q.& expansion of 3%~ A and is denoted Y’(A). A topdogi- 
cai prqp5r-Q is qzao expandable if for a topological space (Xv F) with property 
2, A G X sulch that ) has property 
e following results sha 1 be useful in our hestigation (proofs are easily 
obttined). 
Tkorenm 3. For a topobgicul space (X, Y’), A, B C_ X, A (9 1 A)< (F ; B 5 for A c 
Bc,ciA. 
Usieig the concept of dispersion character, we now define the concept of maximal 
s we shall consider them in this paper. 
A topological space (.Y, Y) with propert R is A-maximaI 23’ if for 
5 C= 3’ such that AT = AS’, (X, 9’) does mt have property W. (X, 9) is A -stmngly 
R if there is F’ 2 9 such that A9 = AT and (X, $‘) is 
A topological property R is contructiure (expansdue) if whenever 
pioperty R and +!F c 9”(S’ 2 9) then (X, F) has property R. 
15 is well known that compactness, Lindelof, and separability are contractive 
whik Nausdorff andI ITI are expansive. Second countability is neither contractive 
nor expansive. 
Definitioa 5. A topological property R is [open, closed, point) kweditary if 
whenever (X, :I) has prqerty R then every (open, closed, me point) subspa= has 
property R. 
Compactness ;*closed hereditary, separability is open hereditary, and second 
countability ic. hereditary. 
The following definition is due to J. Chew (43. 
6. A topological property R is cmttugious if whc*tcver a ricnse subset of 
a space has it the entire space has it. 
Separability is contagious [3] as are connectedness and pseudocompactness but 
second countability is not contagious [see Example $1. 
The following result is a irect consequence contagious property. 
If (X, 9) is a Tychonoff space with prapertj 
Stone-C&h czmpactification) and VX (the actificat~on) have 
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If (X, 9) is not 4 -m&ma’I S, there is LF 3 3 s& that &Fr =d9, and (X, r) has 
property S. Thus tb,ere is G E 9” - 3 such that d (F G)a 49 and G has propttrrty 
S. El 
E%,Bo~. G has propertty S and A (F 1 G) 2 AM If (G, 9 1 G) is not A -maximai S then 
PHF& If (X,5] is &maximal S then for GEF, G~;BEcW, (B,FIB) has 
pruperty S and 4 (9 1 B)a A4r and thus by Theorem 5, I3 E 9r. Thus for C E 37, 
cl G E F and (X’ 9”) is extremallty disoannected. Also if D is nowhere dense then foa 
~~X-ao,cl~=XandsoB~~fof UGBGX El 
In this sectiora we shalf show rhaa if R E {countable chain condition, Sanin, 
~&iber-x, ~-~tknse} then W is contractive, open hereditary, open exp,ndable, and 
a)ntagious and shall give some examples of A-mmaxi 
efitle the properti-es which we are considering. 
A 
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llhdi&h 11. A subset A of a linearly orderer? set JL is c~firoal in X if for x E >l 
there is a E A sucR that x G a. The mfinality of X (der-J;ed cf X) is defined by c% 
x = min{iAI 1 A G X is cofinal in X}. A cardinal Q is regtolar if a = cf cy. 
Definition 12. A topological space (X, 3) is Sanin if (X, .F) has caliber-r<: for eveq 
reguk cardinal K. 
Unless otherwise stated property R E {CCC, caliber-s K -chse, Sanin}. T&e 
following is obvious: 
TRmrem 8. Bvperty R is point hereditary. 
ToIeoacm 9. RQJWQ R is open exparrdable. 
Pm& (a) CCC; Let (X, 3”) have CCC and A G X such that (A, 9 i A) has CCC, 
and {t’, u (V, n A) 1 B) be disjoint 
?hls 
(b) K-dense: The proof for K-dense is similar to that of separabltr (&-dense) [3]. 
(c) Caliber-~: Let (X, m have caliber-x, A G X such that (&L 9 1 A) has caliber- 
K and{U,u(V,nA)Ia~PT}aoollectionof $(A)opensetswithl%%[=K. ket $I be 
the collection of distinct U,‘s. Then I’ll G K. If 1% I= K then there is a subfamily 
s% such that I**/ =s(: anctnQ*Z%.Thusn(U,o(V=nA)I U&W@}f%.If 
l<KP then I?-(=K =t { V, nA 1 a E B}. Then there is a subfamily ?& c 
and therefore rfiUJJ( V’ n A) 1 Va TI A E p} f % 
)) is caliber-x. 
is Sanin and ( , YaA)) is Smin then (ftcI S(A)) is caliber+ 
and thus Sanin. a 
from the definitions of t erties. 
tif., ?Yhis follows from the ppcev:i~us result and Theorem 11. 
me f&ewin:g is a consequence (of Theorems 5 and 8. 
I# 1. Z with thee discrete topology is A-maxima1 &dense, CCC, caiiber-No 
with ~$5 = 1 t j3’E is therefore by Theorem 13, not B -strongfy No-dense, CCC, nor 
iber-Ns since \@J!!j =ZH1. 
We shall tit present 
rsion character. 
results on A-maximal ~-dense spaces of finite 
‘&. @I, Y) is A-un~ximal ~-dense of dispersion character n if X is the free 
at most K spacefi uf the foltowing form and at most K A-maximal ~-dense 
for which any finer K-dense space has dispersion character less than n. 
Let IXlm, AsX, lAl= n. Dehe U E 9 if U = ,$9 or U 2 A. This space is 
-mMmapit R E {K-dense, CCC, caliber-K} space of dispersion character 1< rr < Ho. 
Not all maximal Ks-dem;e spxes of finite dispersion character are of the preceding 
~GMYBI as the following example shows. 
3. Let %h be an ultrafilter on Z containing the collection of all subsets of 
wjkh ffinitc omplements. Let {& f k E Y”} be a p&wise disjoint collection of sets 
=n~1.X=:{n)w~A~}~F-~H).Define:~onXb~A1,~5randif 
#O~EgtherlU=(x}!Ju(AI,IkEC’Sfo~CE~~. 
33 is separable, 49= n. If 9’2~ YT AT = n, then there is U E T - Y and 
x)w k__KAr( Ik&?rrZ). Fo nb?= and so {x} E Y’ which 
contradicts the assumption that 9) is k~~xirn~~ separable of 
dispersion character IV. 
space in the grew 
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Then (Y, rf) is separable, 1Y 3= No, A(9f) = 1. Also (Y+ Ff) is nolt discrete. Thus 
continuous open (closed) images of A-maximal separable spares need not be 
A -maximal separable. 
TMofem 14. If (l7&&, X7a ) is A-maximal K- nse, then (Xa, S, ) is A -maximal 
u-ften;c for each a E %. 
proof, We know that (XI, (4p,) is K-dense for eaczh cy E %. Assume that there is 
#9 E‘8 suf:h that (XB, &) is not A-maximal K-dense. Then there is G E To such that 
(G, 98 1 G) is K-dense and A(Ta 1 G) 3 AYe. Denote fi = F* for cy it /3, 3;;” = 
g@(G), We claim that (I&Xcl, I’?&) is K-dense that that A(&S,) = A (I&&‘:). 
Let .A be a K-dense subset of (I&X=, &Fa) and B a K-Idense subset of G. F;‘or 
b E J3, let A* be determined in the following manner: the elements of Ab are 
identical with the elements of A except hat the flrh coordinate is b, Then A’ = 
A Y uA& 1 b E 8) has cardinahty s K and is dense in XIBX~. Therefore 
(J&X&, I?%*) is K-dense. 
Two show that the dispersion character isunchanged we need only consider basic 
ts and the result follows immediate y since AYe = A(Te(G)). 
Thus (17&J7&Ta) is not A-maximal u-dense and this contradicts our hypo- 
thesis. a 
The converse is not true as the following example illustrates. 
Enrunplc Sa Let X=Y= ~,=(0}u{GcXjG~[1,2)}, Fz={0)r.@c Yf 
G 2 {1,2,3}}. (X, 31) and (Y, Fz) are A-maximal separable of dispersion character 
2 and 3 respectively. (X x Y, y1 x Fz) is separable, A(F1 x &) = 6. However, 
the spaqe is not A-maximal separable since the set ((1, 1), (1,2), 
(1,3), (2, I), (2,2), (2,3), (2,4)) is separable, has dispersion character 6 and is not 
open. 
In the re nainder of this section, we shall use a technique suggested by [ 11 to show 
that for in Finite cardinals K if (X, 9’) is a ~-dense space of dispersion character 
there is a finer topology of dispersion character 
A-maxima! K-dense. Also if (X, 9) is ~-dense (for infinite K) with 
finer A -marimal K-dense topolo 
Let (X, So) be a g-dens 
) the collection of a 
For U’ a basic open set of Z&, 
Li”n.D=(/Jw(VnlP;‘))nD 
=(WnD)w((VnF)vD) 
=(UnD)u(Vn(FnD)) 
=(UnD)u(VnD)#B. 
‘3nte pHXding resuks yield the fact that if K is an infinite Cardinal, 
0 
snd (,V, 9) is a 
x&~xs: space with AT> K arnc! D is a dense subset of cardintiity K, then (X9 &)is 
a u-&m? space with A3D = A9 and SD 2 9 
tmmra 3. If K is an infinise cardinal and (X, 9) is a K&JW space with AS> K, 
d a demt subset D of catdinaliry K, then if C is a dense subset of (X, 3”) w 
car&m&y JY, then C n D # 8. 
‘w. If 1 JCY 1s K and C n D =0 then .X - c is a nonampty Open set Such that 
(X-C)&+0 cl 
We now proceed with our construction by using the comfept of a D-dense family 
ito butid a further expansion. We shall do this QJnstruction for a general case and 
then apply it to OCR particular interest. 
1% Let (X, 3”) be a topological spa= and D a dense subset. A family 
2~ D-d&se with respect ta 9 if 
(1) fur A%: 9, A(9 1 F)aAT, 
-dense subfamilies of a topolo 
4, + 0 since YE 9 aand 23 .can be partially ordered under !set Musian, 
Lemma theakIt is a. maximal D-dense family 
We shall ug)vv a;ul.nmarize the precedin 
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d a topological space (X, SF) hit A$>K, and n 
a D-denslz expansion (Lemma @f ihe D-filter 
11 be called a D-maximal expansinn of 9r and denoted 3jDe 
this nc;me because (as the following discussion shows) (X, sr*,) is 
= AZ As:;ume AT’ = AZ Then D 1~ 
lkd9’and UnD=P, If 1 C 1s 
so x-(c-~)d,c)‘*. U’= 
and LbC=0 so s not den% and F is not ~-dense. 
) IS A-maximal K-dense. 
summaked in the following resuls. 
is a fc -dose space with dispersion character A9 > K for an 
-sttvngly ~-dense. Furthermore, if D is it dense 
a finer A-maximal u-dense topology pD such 
and if C is a dense subset ‘of (XI FD) kth 
a A-maximal separable topology 
whkh the ratioauls are dense. 
struEnger than the usual 
MR. ICircb [6] shawedl that a topology (X, 5’) is Ir-maximal if and only if every 
nd the space is extremally isconnected. The preceding result 
-maximal K-dense spaces are not necessarily It-maximal. 
16. If (X, Y) is a A-maximal x-dense space with A$> K for are infinite 
K, and B ij u dense subset of cardinulity K such that A 9 1 B) = K, hV2 
) is A-maximal u-&me. 
If clC%B then clC=X Thirs CU 
Theorem 5, it is open and 
Exampk 6 Define 9 on R by fC={f3}w{WER 1t.k t3 a - U is countable}. 
Then 04, ZQ is scparablk since IO) isI dense in @, $1, AF = 1 nd the WmaJf~a~ 
nsioa of Y is not T’$_ .Akt~ since each countable subset has the dimrete 
ogy, any finer scpar~~ble ~space ‘fras dislxrsion character 1. This also shows that 
if (X, 9) is separabk wtih AT = 2”’ there i:j; not neceri4sarily a finer separable space 
tith di,spersion chs@er A, 
Rsosf; The topology 9’” with subbase SJ 9 where 9 is the col.lection of sets with 
finite conlplements i  the required topology. u 
E%mfS The {Dj-maximal expansion of (X$9’) where F is the topology of L,emma 
5 is the desk& expansion since it is easily see;il that Lemm,as l-4 hold under the 
stated conditiowz n 
The preceding discussion does not apply to alI spaces if dispersion character K 
she the free union of the ration& with the usual torMo:zy and the space in 
EMUIB~I~ 6 is a septarable space wity dispersion chara:cter & in which every 
countable dense subspace has dispersion ch&atier 1 s We i&Q obtain Corollary 4 as 
a r=oafc,cquence of Theorem 17. 
7. The free union of a &maximal scparaS!e topology on with the space 
in tixam@e 4 is A -maximal separa e of dispersion character I$ for which an open 
s&space has dispersion character 
are two cases for which the existence of finer A-mmirnall K-dense spaces 
als 1~ have net been determined. 
finite dispersion 8: aracter n > 1 -strongly 
prrsic3n character K ~CK ~&i& ai! ~-dense subsets 
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Second countability is not contrac ive w contagious, but it is still true that 
A-maximal second countable spaces are extremally disconnected and that the 
characterization f Theorem 6 is valid. Second countability is not contractible since 
the reals with the usual topology is second countabie but the topology of finite 
complements on the reals is not second countable. The following examples hows 
that second countability is not contagious. 
EICIM@~ 8. Let 9 $e the topology on the reals in which the open sets are the 
empty set or any set containing 0. (0) is second countable and dense but 3 is not 
=jnd countable. 
TBHWWDB 1% A second countable space (X, 3’) is A-maximal second countable if
Und only if for G E 9, A(9 1 G)< 4% 
bbaf. If for some Gd 9, A(9 1 G), AT, then (X, g(G)) is second countable and 
A($@))= A$ so (X, 9r) is not A~maximal second countable. 
If for G&K, A(si G)<AF, then for 9’~ there is G E 9’- T and thus 
A3 < AF(G)< AY. Tt 
. A A-maximal second couRtable space is extremaily disconnected, and 
all nowhere dense subsets are lclosed and discwte. 
Proof. IfGEBc:clG,thenA(~1P3)~61(9P)G)~A~forGE~,andjBisse~nd 
countable since second countability is hereditary. Thus by the previous result, 
BE F. Nowhere dense subsets are closed and discrete following an argument 
similar to the one of Theorem 7. 63 
al second countable space is A -maximal separable. 
f. 16 not A-maximal sep;trable, then there is G& 9 such that A (Y 1 G) a d9 
and (G, 9 I G) is separable End since it is also second countable, 9(G)) is 
separable and s cond wuntabk with A = AY(G). This is a contradiction. U 
ausdoti is expan- 
E !e 9. Let X=GvH, HnG-0 where lG!>jHlH40. T may be any 
second mantable topolqy on X such that AT = 1 G 1 and 43 E T By necessity G is 
dmw in X and by the foregoing discussion (X, T) is not A-stronglpr second 
awntable. Also since this space may be extremally disconnected a&l second 
aun?:able, extremally diswnnected second count spacers need not ?x d-maxi- 
mal mnd countable or A-strongly second countablle, 
a result of the foregoing discussions, we may can&de that A-strongly second 
ntable spaces. are ‘rare’ and A-strongly sxond countable spaces are precisely 
B -strongly separable-second countable spaces. 
